Official’s Name

Envr. Listens to Ratings for Summer 2015 – Summer 2016. Scores are based on citizen input and are the
Voting Citizens opinion of SCCA, which is responsible for the contents of this report

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

Susan Gorin

B+

A-

Consistently good vote; active in the community. Very supportive of Community Separators; protected upland areas around Sonoma Developmental Center.

David Rabbitt

C-

C

Could be more helpful with Lafferty Park Access. Limited environmental leadership. Doesn’t
support ban on GMO crops, supports Community Separators.

Shirlee Zane

B-

B-

Talks environmental protection, but disappointing votes on GMO and local composting solutions.
Parks, SMART, & social services advocate. Could be more receptive to environmental concerns.

James Gore

C+

B

Very accessible. Conservation public policy experience; may be moving in more environmental
direction. Position on event centers in agricultural land will be telling.

Efren Carrillo

C

B-

More attentive, thoughtful in recent years. Led on protecting Coastal Access; voted to protect
Atascadero wetlands. Supportive of Sonoma Clean Power.

CLOVERDALE CITY COUNCIL

Mary Ann Brigham

C-

D

Publicly dismisses SMART, generally good on access to parks.

Gus Wolter

D+

D

Supports spot zoning for developers, not SMART or Community Separators supporter.

Robert Cox

C+

B-

Improved on water issues, housing. Could limit spot zoning for developers. Very accessible.

Carol Russell

B+

B

Stalwart for SMART & libraries. Considers bikeable and walkable land use choices.

Joe Palla

B-

C+

Strong on parks, good at managing budget. Forthright, listens well and clearly researches.

John Dell’Osso

A-

A-

Consistent vote on environmental issues: UGB renewal, water conservation, and open space protection. Led on renewal and expansion of Community Separators.

Wendy Skillman

B

B

Responsive to issues & constituents. Could take stronger leadership position.

Susan Harvey

B

B+

Very active on organic material management & local compost, supportive of UGB. Responsive.

John C. Moore

B

B-

Community engagement varies with issue, less engaged on environmental issues.

Mark Landman

A-

A-

Takes leadership role on environmental issues. Good votes on water conservation, energy, and
community health. Responsive to constituency.

COTATI CITY COUNCIL

HEALDSBURG CITY COUNCIL

Tom Chambers

D

D+

Leader to remove GMO w/ misleading claim of restricted affordable housing. Disregards fast
growth impacts on community, water, parking.

Gary Plass

D-

F

Votes for tourism, high end housing rather than livable communities for locals, youth, seniors.
Not for sustainability. Assertiveness sways the council.

Shaun McCaffery

C

C+

Flip-flops on issues; not concerned with sprawl, climate change. Suggested banning the Roundup
sales but ultimately went w/ majority. Supportive of Libraries.

Eric Zedrich

D+

D+

Sensitive to criticism. President of Healdsburg Lumber, will profit if housing limits removed.

Brigette Mansell

A-

B+

Opposed to removing GMO. Strongest vote for environment; supports composting facility &
slowing tourism to prioritize affordable housing.

PETALUMA CITY COUNCIL

David Glass

A-

A

Sees big picture; votes and leadership reflect strong environmental values. Holds developers accountable while facilitating smart growth. Very accessible.

Dave King

B-

B+

New to council, quick learner, forthright, engages on issues. Environmental stand not yet tested.

Teresa Barrett

A

A

Clear, conscientious, explains ideas well. Clearly researches each issue. Strong environmental
advocate for open government & accountability.

Kathy Miller

C+

C+

Showed some leadership on city parks, but too willing to support developers’ interests over environmental concerns. Could be more independent.

Mike Healy

B+

B

Consistent support of Lafferty Ranch, SMART, and water conservation, but his environmental
record is inconsistent. Too willing to serve developer interests.

F

D

Consistent vote against environmental concerns. Rarely open to opposing views.

C+

C+

Often unavailable to discuss issues. Inconsistent voting, difficult to understand his positions.

Chris Albertson
Gabe Kearney
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ROHNERT PARK CITY COUNCIL

Pam Stafford

C

B+

Inconsistent positions, generally tries to support community values; opposed building a new
City Hall. Supportive of new affordable housing units.

Jake Mackenzie

B+

A-

Sole leader on environmental issues and proactive around climate change issues.

F

F

Limited commitment to issues or constituent interests. Doesn't entertain opposing views.

Amy Ahanotu

C+

B+

Generally works very hard, overall lacks an ability to effect desired policies.

Gina Belforte

C-

D

Clearly interested in water issues, yet to take a significant stand on the subject. Not supportive
of incubator farm. Engaged w/ Community Separator issue & fought for form based code.

Joseph T. Callinan

SANTA ROSA CITY COUNCIL

John Sawyer

B-

B+

Not the lead on environmental issues, but lately shows concern about lowering GHGs. Generally accessible.

Erin Carlstrom

B

B-

Good environmental vote. Prioritizes constituent's needs; supported rent control.

Julie Combs

A

A

Strongest affordable housing and environmental vote. Very well-informed and accessible, engaged in the community.

Gary Wysocky

A

A-

Strong environmental vote, dedicated to public service. Provides needed oversight on finances/
budgeting. Very approachable. Endorsed Measure J, K and Y.

Tom Schwedhelm

D+

C-

Not strongly engaged w/ environmental issues, though working to understand them. Voted
against Rent Stabilization & Just Cause Eviction. His appointees prioritize business interests.

Chris Coursey

B+

A

Good votes so far for first term. Hope to see a growing leadership role. Attentive to constituency and supportive of Rent Control need. Encouraging to see appointment as next vice mayor.

Ernesto Olivares

D

F

Generally avoids discussion. Largely nonexistent environmental voting record. Not supportive
of Rent Stabilization & Just Cause Eviction.

SEBASTOPOL CITY COUNCIL

Sarah Glade-Gurney

A

A

Environmental heart of gold. Led the council in support of Community Separators. Standout
leader for renewing UGB. Very engaged & accessible.

Una Glass

A

A

Tremendous leadership on UGB renewal, advocating for open space. Works tirelessly on
coastal protection and access. Very consistent environmental vote.

Patrick Slayter

A-

A-

Good environmental vote, appreciate his leadership & outreach in recent years. Collaborative.

Robert Jacob

A-

A-

Socially aware and generally a good vote. Has the community’s interest at heart.

John Eder

A-

A-

Took leadership on the recent CVS issue. Clearly studies and researches issues.

Madolyn Agrimonti

D

C

Has not supported climate change reduction efforts or affordable housing.

Laurie Gallian

B

B+

Strongest environmental vote, though tabled climate change actions b/c threat of lawsuit.
Could be stronger for affordable housing. Very involved, reliable.

Rachel Hundley

C+

B-

Looking for her to lead on environmental issues, but not anti-environment; is standing up more
for housing and homeless. Responds directly and good follow up. Room to grow.

Gary Edwards

D

D+

Swing vote, seems to prioritize neither community nor environmental values.

David Cook

C+

B-

Middle of the road, generally votes for environment but didn’t support climate change reduction or affordable housing. Attentive and receptive to community.

Debora Fudge

A

A

Smart growth champion w/ reliable and consistent focus on balancing community needs with
the environment. Passionate, accessible, and dedicated.

Sam Salmon

B

B

A good environmental vote but seems reluctant to support any growth at all.

Bruce Okrepkie

C-

C-

Doesn’t often question development. Could be more proactive on environment.

Dominic Foppoli

C+

C-

Unpredictable vote. Supports Smart Growth, not Community Separators. Could engage more
w/ community as he is absent often.

Mark Millan

C

D+

Good with water issues but falls short on pedestrian and bike oriented development.

SONOMA CITY COUNCIL

WINDSOR TOWN COUNCIL

